YOSEMITE INDIANS AND THE
NATIONAL PARK IDEAL,

1916-1969
All fixed up! hhwahnee too dirty bushy. . . . White me11
d r i w rnl people out-myYosemite.
Totup ( 1 ~ 2 9 ) '

T H E C R E A T I O N O F T H E N A T I O N A L P A R K S E R V I C E in 1916 fulfilled preservationists' iong-held dreams for a strong federal commitment to the preservation and enhancement of all national parks. In many respects, this new branch of
the Interior Ilepartrnent resulted from a six-year political battle against the City
of San Francisco's plans to dam the Tuolumne fiver and convert the Hetch
Hetchy Valley into a huge municipal resercoir. Because Hctch Hetchy mas entirely
within the bounds of Yosemite National Park and possessed scenic qualities that
rivaled those of the more famous valley to the south, a coalition of public officials, civic groups, and national preservationist organizations joined with John
bfuir and others to protest what they saw as a fundamental violation of the national park and its boundaries. Their arguments failed to overcome the powerful
thirst that would dam the Tuolumne Rver in 1913 and continued to drive the
rapid development of the San Francisco Peninsula. Nevertheless, they did inspire
the creation of a nevi government agency solely dedicated to the management
and protcction of national parks.2
The so-called Organic Act of I 91 6, which es tablished the basic guidelines by
which the Natiunal Park Serricc would manage its holdings, could not pull the
plug on Hetch Hetchy and rescue the drowned r~allepThe act did promise to
strengthen park boundaries. hoarever, and declared their "fundamental purpose
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[as the conservation] of the scenery and the natural and historic objects and
the wildlife therein." S d , the creation of the park service reflected more than
the deep emotional concerns of people like hluir, who died shortly after the loss
of Hetch Hetchy. Advocates for a strong park service believed that only broad
popular support: based on \\-ide use of the parks, would ensure the agency's
continued strength and growth. Consequentls the Orgarlic Act also mandated
that the new government agency must "provide for the enjoyment" of visitors
through the development of new accommodatio~~s.~
In practice, efforts to promote the parks as national "pleasuring grounds" far
surpassed any concerns about trying to maintain them in what Secretary of the
Interior Franlhn Lane somewhat disdainfully called an ''ni7so/1itr/j~unimpaired"
condition. In a letter to Director of the National Park Service Stephen T. hlather,
Lane encouraged him to develop the parks as a new "national playground system'' that should be made accessible to the public "by any means practicable."
These included the construction of roads, trails, and buildings, and active cooperation with tourist bureaus, chambers of commerce, and automobile association^.^
IvIoreover, as the Organic Act clearly stated, the director of the park service could
also "dispose of timber" or "pro\-ide . . . for the destruction of such animals
and of such plant life as may be detrimental to the use of an)- [park.]" If a tree or
cluster of shrubbery blocked a certain view, for instance, it should be cut back or
eliminated. Likewise, predators would have to be destroyed to increase the numbers of popular game animals like deer or mountain sheep that tourists expected
to see in a national park."
Instantly regarded as an expression of the guiding principles for the new park
service, Lane's letter could not have found a more eager recipient than Stephen
Aiather. During his nvelve-year tenure as director of the National Park Service,
Nather followed an aggressire policy of park development that often led to now
unthinkable proposals. At Yosemite, for instance, he championed the construction of a golf course in the valle); the building of a road around Nevada and X7ernal Falls that would have connected the valley with Tuolumne Meadows, and
eren proposed that Yosemite make a bid to host the 1932 winter Olympics. Although none of these specific plans ever materialized, in part because they drew
strong criticism from several quarters, all serve as important examples of the
basic philosophy that \vould guide the management of Yosemite and other national parks at least unul the mid-1~30s."

The Indian h e l d D a y
If anything, the creation of the National Park Service only perpetuated the same
struggle between preservationists and development interests that plagued the
management of Yosemite in the I 880s. Like those earlier debates before the California State Assembl!; this struggle would also carry over to the new agency's relationship with the Yosemite Indians. In the same year that the park service mas
established, Yosernite officials and concessionaires inaugurated the Indan Field
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Days, a festivir designed to "revive and maintain [the] interest of lndians in their
own games and industries, particularly basketry and bead work." The Field Days
also encouraged visitation to Yosemite during the late summer, when waterfalls
had either &minished to unspectacular trickles or dried up altogether. Any effort
to represent or honor native culture, it seemed, must necessarily take place withn
concerns about attracting park visitors and providing for their enjoyment.'
Instead of promoting an interest in native "games and industries," park officials sharply circumscribed expressions of Yosemite culture. Event organizers
encouraged Indians to conform to a generic representation of Great Plains culture, and the Field Days often degenerated into little more than an excuse for
tourists and park officials to pose in buckskin and feathered headdress. Native
people remained the central attraction of these events throughout the 1910s and
1920s, but only through their confirmation of popular w h t e conceptions of how
Indians wcre supposed to look and behave.8 Basket judgng and the sales of native crafts, for example, took place in front of crudely constructed cam-as tepees.
One year, in an attempt to lend some authenticity to the events, Don Tressider,
president of the Yosemite Park and Curt.y Companx even looked into purchasing
a wipvam from a group of Indans in Oregon. The traditional hfiwok riiliticha, a
conical structure made of long bark slabs, apparently reminded him too much of
the Yosemite In&an d a g e , which he regarded as an unpleasant eyesore that
failed to satisfy expectations of native culture and life."
Besides basketry and beadwork competitions, the 192) Indian Field Days included a parade, rodeo events, an Indian Baby Show, and horse races featuring
bareback riders "striped as Warriors." To encourage native participation in these
events, park officials paid each man registered $1; every "squan-" appearing in
"full Indian costume o f buckshn dress, moccasin, and head decoration," garments wholly foreign to Sierra Miwok culture, received $r.lo. The winners of
"Best Indian Warrior costume" and "Best Indian Squaw costume" received Sr:,
each.10 Similar contests with similar incentives were a standard feature of all Field
Days, and insofar as native people were encouraged to practice their "games and
industries" at all, the park service and concessionaires expected them to fulfill
popular conceptions of what lndans supposedly did."
Along with promoting such stereotypical presentations of native culture, park
officials strongly rebuked certain behavior as unacceptable. At the lndian Field
Days of 1924, for instance, those attendmg the rededication of the Yosemite
chapel heard a commotion from a group of Indians in the midst of a tug-of-u-ar
game a short distance away. A ranger rushed over from the chapel, ordered them to
stop, and, because some had been excitedly betting on the contest, chastised them
for gambling in a national park. A number of spokespeople for the Yosemite described the event in a letter addressed to the chief ranger: "The Indians were playing Tugo-war[;] the first game no one interfered, the second game Air. Mather
rushed in, and said no gambling in Yosemite National Park and ordered the Indians
to leave this minute."I2 From subsequent correspondence among park officials it is
not clear whether Director blather, who participated in the chapel dedication, was
the person who ordered the lndians to leave. Nevertheless, they certainly perceived
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Indian Field Days, r g z l . Leanna Tom, a Yosemite Indian n-urnan born in the valley around
I 850, holds here pr~ze-Winning
basket a t an Indian F~cldDays basketry contest. To her left
are Alar! LY-llson and Alice James Li-ilson.Both are dressed in the tl-pe of "full Indian costume" that ex-ent olganlzers encouraged-and pnid-aU participants to u-ear. (Courtesy of
the Tiosemite Nalional Park Research Library)

the ranger's orders as representing the full authority of the National Park Service
and resented the considerable attention park officials placed on t h s minor incident. Indeed, the tug-of-war game generated a surprisingly large body of correspondence among national park administrators and rangers, who eventually decided that the Indians ~vouldnot be hned for gambling but must be further
informed of park regulations and the consequences of ignoring them.
Alongwith gambling, park officials did not tolerate drinkingor theft amongnati\-e people or tourists. The penalties for Indians, however, were especially severe.
In December T ? L rilvis
~ , Brown and Lawrence Beal, both nven9--one years old,
were charged with theft and "sentenced to" a Bureau of Indian Affairs school in
Salem, Oregon. X month later, fifteen-year-old Lawrence Dick received the same
punishment for the same transgression and soon found himself almost six hundred miles from home and family.13 Though attendance at government boardins
schools \\.as fairly typical for most Indian youths at this time, students frequently
viewed their education as prolonged ostracization and punishment. lulia Parker, a
Icashia Pomo xvoman who moved into the Yosemite Indian \-illage after marrying
Ralph Parker and joining his famil!- there in the 1940s: met her husband at a Bureau
of Indian Affairs school in Carson City, Nevada. "Boss Indians Around School,"
as she and her friends called it, was a place where native children were told to deny
their heritage and trained to be "a person who was just a servant."'"
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r auBesides scnding Indans out of h s e m i t e and placing them ~ ~ n d ethe
thority of another go\-ernment agency park officials also meted out the~r0x5-n
punishments xvithin the \-alley In i\pril 1926. for instance, park rangers arrested
da!-s. an
Virgil Broxvn for drunken drir-ing and held him in the park jail for t h i r ~
especially sel ere punishment for the time, and then banned hlm irom the park
Al\vays a fa~-(nrite
pastime with the Yosernite and man!- other American Indian
groups, sambling was often an integral part of social gatherings. Nel-erthelsss,
the park service prohibited gambling, and after the tug-of-war incident rangers
vigorously enforced this ban ainong the \*alle!-'s native residents. :?t a 1928 Big
Time, an anni~alsummer celebration among the losemite and surrounding communities, park rangers arrested and fined \Yesley \Yilson for gambling with a
"man and mo Indian women." Neither the man, mhn was apparentl!. white, nor
the nvo Tvomen receil-ed ex-en a lesser fine.15
Restrictions on Indians could also be accomparlied by well-intentioned patronizing. Park administrators often acted as unofhcial Indian agents and
arranged for rhe health care of the vallev's nati7.e residents. Partly to encourage
participation in the Field Da!-s, the park service also worked in conjunction XT-ith
the California Bureau of Child H!-gene to provide a "wel! baby" chzckup for participants in the Indian Baby Contest.16 In 1930, v h e n a seveny-nvo-year-old
Yosemite man named Charlie Dick became too dl from tuberculosis for successful treatment at the valley clinic, Superintendent Charles Thomson arranged for
his care in the town of Coulterville.1- .Although Dick paid for h s own care, he
apparently did not realize that he \\-as doing so because Yosemite officials had
long withheld part of his wages, without informing him, for just such a medical
emergency.18 In another instance involving money, however, Assistant Superintendent E. P. Leavitt helped PIaggie Howard with a number of problems she had
with the Bank of Italy in Merced.lThough these examples illustrate a sometimes benevolent interest in the welfare of the Yosemite, they were part of the
ornnipresept and intrusive role that park officials increasingly played in the Indian
community
In a strange and unsetthng a a c these efforts to control the \*alley's native
population had strong parallels with other aspects of park management. Much as
the Indian Field Days fit withn a larger emphasis o n malung the national parks
into places of recreation and entertainment, the restrictions placed on the
Yosemite Indians also reflected the methods used to control the tourists' experience of the park's environment. The studied placement of scenic roadside overlooks, the cutting of timber to enhance certain 1-iews,and the tight management
of animal populations were all designed to create what historian kchard Sellars
has called "the scenic facade of nature, the principal basis for public enjoyment."20 \%henever the behavior o f native people infringed on the "facade" that
park managers wished to create, their actions were sharp]!- circumscribed.
O f course, if particular activities like the Indian Field Days contributed to the
public's enjoyment of the park, then a native presence xvas strongly encouraged.
As a general rule, however, park officials preferred to keep Indians outside the
tourists' gaze. After the end of the last Field Days in I 97.9, for instance, they en-
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tertained a plan for encouraging a "thickening of undergrowth" near the Indian
village to "segregate [it] from [the] public as desired."z' Out of sight was not necessarily out of mind, however, and park officials seemed t o view the entire native
community as a potential problem that needed constant watch. Certain behaviors
might be kept in check, much like a tree that threatened to block an especially
photogenic vista, but some Indians, as young Lawrence Dick learned, could not
be made to fit the park's management scheme. Like those bears that "misbehaved" in the park, any village residents who acted in a sociaUy unacceptable
manner would be banished from their homes in the valley.
Despite such encroachment into their lives, the Yosemite Indians successfully
adapted to changing conditions in the park and, whenever possible, exploited
them to their own advantage. At the turn of the century, for instance, they lived
in six small encampments from spring through fall but gradually merged into one
larger village. This change strengthened the community as a whole and better accommodated the Indans to Yosemite's ever-increasing tourist development. As
Lowell Bean and Sylvia Brakke Vane have noted, such an important social change
took place along traditional lines, and community leaders continued "to maintain
older religous and political structures" as they worked to bring native life into accord with new developments. Such qualities proved essential through the I q 10s
and rqzos, and the valley's native community managed to ignore a certain level of
outside intrusion as they successfully adapted to new developments.22
While the Yosemite affirmed long-established social structures, they apparently had n o qualms about participating in the cultural novelties of the Indtan
Field Days. Local basket weavers looked forward to matching their skills with
those of neighboring women, and the festivities drew a large number of customers for their wares. Likewise, the rodeo provided a public arena for Yosemite
men to test their riding skills-and their luck at betting--against other Indians
from around California and Nevada. In short, they participated in the Field Days
because they enjoyed the events and derived certain benefits. Nevertheless, the
event did not become an especially important part of native life or supplant
the traditional Big Times, which brought large numbers of Indtan visitors into
the Yosemite community for days and nights of feasting and dancing.23 Perhaps
more than anything else, the continuation of the Big Times through the first
decades of the twentieth century illustrates the vitality of native traditions and
the paramount importance of the Yosemite Valley for the region's larger Indian
community.

Def;ning the Indian Problem
The strength of Yosemite's native community and its ability to remain in the valley met the greatest challenge in the late ~qzos,when a new park master plan
called for removal of the Indian village. Because the National Park Service
wanted to build a medical clinic and store o n the site, Superintendent Washington
Lewis proposed moving the park's native residents to another location within the
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valley. Although Lewis had developed this plan without consulting the Yosemite
themselves and he always found their vdlage to be "more or less a nuisance," he
did not entertain any notions of outright expulsion. The Field Days proved that
visitors enjoyed seeing Indians in the park, and several years o f these successful
events had fostered a certain level of appreciation toward the valley's native residents. Recognizing their popularity among tourists, Lewis instead echoed the sentiments of b s predecessors in the 1910s and proposed the development of a new
village In "an Indian character design . . . thereby making . . . [it] a very presentable thing." Such a plan would not only satisfy the expectations of tourists
but also promised to quiet a string of recent complaints from visitors about the
unsightly poverty of many native houses.24
What such a design entailed was not altogether clear, but it certainly did not include improvements that the Yosemite might propose. While redesigning his old
house in the village, Harry Johnson learned from park officials that he would have
to cease construction because his addtions were "too conspicuous from the road
. . . and lacked the proper architectural lines." Johnson's house apparently did not
look "Indian" enough to the administrators, or it simply clashed with the master
plan's requirement that all new construction should reflect a certain "harmony with
the landscape." O f course, it never bothered these park officials that the road near
Johnson's house could also be seen from the road, nor &d they consider how this
road might or might not harmonize with the landscape. In either case, it obviously
did not matter that Johnson's improvements grew out of his own feelings about
what constituted an appropriate dwelling in the Indian village.25
Superintendent Lewis hoped the Bureau of Indian Affairs would help finance
the proposed new Indian village and encouraged its contribution to the village's planning and implementation. Unfortunately for Lewis, the response of
L. A. Dorrington, superintendent of Indian Affairs in Sacramento, was even
colder than that given park officials some thirteen years earlier. Because the people who lived within Yosemite National Park had not signed treaties with the
United States, Dorrington reminded Lewis, the Indian Service could not directly
aid the development of the new village or contribute to the support of the
Yosemite Indians.26 In an apparent effort to soften this rejection and stave off
any further requests, Dorrington did confide to the commissioner of Indian Affairs that he at least expected t o take certain salutary meas,ures that would make
park officials "think and feel the problem is theirs and that we are helping solve
it."27 Despite the rebuff and perhaps believing that some support from the Indian Service might stfl be forthcoming, Lewis moved ahead with Yosemite's master plan and set out to determine how best to incorporate native people into the
proposed improvements to park facilities.
As Lewis had informed Dorrington and others, the park service felt it necessary to limit the number of Indians living in the park to those individuals of "the
original Yosemite band or their descendants."28 After conducting the first in a series of IndIan village censuses t o determine who could remain in the valley, park
officials apparently decided to extend these criteria to a slightly larger group of
people. This may have occurred because Lewis and his successors tended, o n the
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one hand, to k o r a n ~ ~ m b eofr individuals who might not qualify as "true"
lbsernite Indians-namelj;
popular basket weal-ers like Alaggie Howard and
L.ucy Telles, who were both of mixed Alono-Paiute and Sierra hliwok ancestr!:
C)n the other hand, park officials had expressed a strong resentment toward some
residents like Virgil and .Ah-is Brown, who were both descendants of important
,ihwahneechee leaders. By the spring of 1928, then, the park seryice qualified
their criteria for In&an residency, ruling that those individuals presently living in
the village could remain only if they had an established "right to d o so, either
through being natives of 1-osemite \'alley or brcause of their long residence
[there].""
Lluch a 5 they had qualified the basis on which native residence would continue. park officials soon equix-ocatedon t1.1eirdefinition of a "right" to live in the
7-alley. B!. the iunlmer of 1929, the issue had been thoroughly studied, and
L,ewis's successor, Superintendent Cxharles Thomson, met ~ ~ ithe
t h Indians in the
village to "impress upon them in a proper aa!; that their residence [in the valley
a-as] a prix-ilege, and not a 1-ested right; [and] that this privilege [xvas] dependent
upon proper deportment."-"' H e also told them that certain people, namely "the
losemite Indians . . . and the hIono and other Indians who F a d been in the
park] for years and years[,] . . . had a 'moral right' to remain in the valley." Nevertheless, he warned that "should it prove to be in the best interests of the Government to build houses and assign then], it 1~111PI-e [park officials] absolute control of the Indian Village.""
For Thomson, the issue of control was paramount. "If anyone was constantllbrealilng a regulation," he told the assembled Indians, "did not want to work reasonably stead!; cannot get along with his neighbors, or in any way prove to be a
poor member of the Village . . . he would have to go away and give up his
house." Furthermore, anyone who could not find work in the park during the fall
and winter months would have to leave as well. As Thomson well knew, almost
no one, white or Indian, worked in the valley during these months. Hence, Thomson's "absolute control of the Indian T:dIagen did not simply mean a sel-ere regulation of Indian life and a dismissal of the "moral right" to remain in the valley; it
implied the possibility of outright eviction for the entire native population.32
Not surprisingl!; such talk had a considerable effect on the Yosemite Inchan
community. Almost immediately, they turned for assistance to the Indian Board
of Cooperation, a nonprofit legal organization in San Francisco.3" The best way
to resist possible eriction from the park seemed to Lie in a strategy of ref~lsingto
move to a n e v rillage site. Moving would forfeit any inherent claims they might
have on the present village area, and paying rent implied that continued residence
in the valley was dependent on where and how the park service chose for them to
lire. Although this tactic had little chance of legal success, it received the personal
support of the Indian Board of Cooperation's executive director, Frederick G.
CoUet. These developments created quite a stir among park officials, who referred to Collet as the leader of an indeterminate number of meddhng "outside
agitators." By December 1929, Thomson was "fed up" and resolved that he
"must go gunning for [Collet]" before matters got out of control. While no one
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actually threatened Collet phy-sically, park serl-ice officials d d ask the U.S. Atapparently helped to quiet matters
torney General to investigate him-xvhch
con~iderably.3~
Although the Yosemite Indians never sought legal redress against the park serI-ice and government investigators seemed to have been successful in their efforts
to undermine Collet and the Indian Board of Cooperation, Superintendent
Thomson realized that he would need to tread more softly in h s dealings with the
raUe)-'s native residents. He s t d viewed the yosemite Indians as less than "desirable citizens of any communi~,"as he noted in a "Special Report on the Inchan
Situation" to National Park Service Director Horace M. Albright, and felt "the!should have long since been banished from the Park." According to Thomson.
their "ejection'' would bring a number of great benefits: it "aould ease administration slightlj-; u-ould eliminate the eyesore of the Indian village . . . and.
follow-ing the elimination of private land holdings [on the western perimeter of
the park], \vould remove the final influence operating against a p11r.e s1ntll.r for
Yosemite." E,choing the sentiments of earlier Indian reformers, Thomson believed that removal mould also benefit the Yosemite Indans because it would
"tend to break them up as a racial unit and, in time, to chffuse their blood with the
great American mass."3'
Despite all these advantages, the superintendent still had to recommend
against a concerted effort to remox-e the yosemite from the park. "Xfhile their
ejection might be the simple and easy- solution," Thomson ultimate1~-declared
that he was "opposed to it." AS the recent experience with Collet had proven,
such a polic! would raise a "storm of criticism [from the Indians and their allies]
. . . that could hardly be withstood." Nel-ertheless, he was under considerable
pressure to dex-elop a solution to a problem that he felt could "not be tolerated
much longer."3Vhe park master plan had received final approval from several
government agencies, and construction o n the site of the Indian village was imminent. \Tit11 short-term needs and long-term goals in mind, Thomson proposed
a middle cuurse that would give park officials unprecedented control of
Yosemite's native community and, over time, achieve the full removal of Indians
from the park through a process so gradual that it would not draw any adverse
publici~

Guard a Final Solut~on
Thomson's report became the definitive statement on park policy toward the
Yosemite Indians and received enthusiastic support from both ,Ilbright and the
Yosemite Board of Expert Advisors, a nongovernmental group established to advise Yosemite administrators on matters of policy and development. Although
Thomson exhibited considerable dsdain for the park's native residents, he believed their presence in the valley imposed an "obligation upon those charged
with the hancihnp of backward peoples." Moreover, their "historical association
with Yosemite makes them very significant to the Park; to drive them out u-ould
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result in an ethnological loss comparable to the loss . . . [that) our deer would
mean to our fauna exhibit." Because some native residents were popular with visitors, "especially Easterners," Thomson also agreed with an advisory board recommendation for a native exhibit "done in the aboriginal style, with one or two
Indian families resident, during the summer garbed in native dress, carrying on
the pursuits of their f0rebears."3~
Thomson's reference to the fauna exhibit is telling. Like the tame animals near
the visitor's center, the display of past-tense Indans behind the new Yosemite
Museum would certainly fit the park service's goal of presenting a "scenic facade
of nature." In doing so, the proposed exhibit would also mark a sharp turn away
from the more commercial qualities of the Indian Field Days. Not surprisingly,
the same Board of Expert Advisors that encouraged the development of the
"aboriginal style" presentation also roundly criticized the Field Days as "a white
man's [entertainment], in which some part is taken by Indians to whose Yosemite
forebears such things are wholly unknown." Of course, the new goal was not to
make native people less entertaining or interesting but to present them in a more
"authentic" manner.38 Thomson fervently agreed and hoped the relocation of
the new Indian village to a more secluded location in the park would also prevent
its residents from maintaining their "tendencies toward professionalizingfortune telling, fake Indian dances, etc. for fees."39
As they created a program for dealing with Yosemite's native community, park
officials were also guided by a newly developing preservationist ethic. Beginning
in the mid-~gzos,biologists like Joseph Grinnell at the University of California
and George M. Wright of the National Park Service sharply criticized any policy
that placed the development of roads and hotels above ecological concerns. Focusing on wildlife management, which mainly consisted of predator reduction
and feeding programs, Wright and two colleagues began a study in 1930 that advocated the restoration of park environments to their "pristine state."40 Published three years later as Fauna of the National I'arks of the United States, the study
represented the first serious effort to move the park service away from the development of tourist amenities and toward a focus on the Organic Act's stipulation
that "scenery," "natural objects," and "wildlife" should remain " ~ n i m p a i r e d . " ~ ~
Much of the criticism about excessive development in the national parks focused on Yosemite, and Superintendent Thomson often struggled to respond to
these new arguments as he tried to fulfill an obligation to improve visitor facilities
and increase public use of the park. Wright and his colleagues sympathized with
the view that national parks existed mainly for public use, but they still believed
that visitation should be better "reconciled" to existing biological relationship^.^^
Thomson ridiculed such ideas and proclaimed in a July 193I memorandum to Director Albright that "balances of nature or other hypothetical or similar theories"
would not deter him from providing for the needs and expectations of park visitors.43 Despite such protests to the contrary, Thomson did share some of his
critics' concerns and, as noted above in his "Special Report on the Indian Situation," he believed that one of the park service's highest priorities should be the
achievement of "a pure status for Yosemite."
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For Thomson, the purity of Yosemite required more than a tightly managed
presentation of waterfalls, forests, granite cliffs, and docile game animals. At the
very least, it involved the extension of the park's western boundaries over several
remote tracts of unlogged forest land.44This concern for an area that lay outside
the purview of most visitation might seem ironic, but such apparent contradictions were part and parcel of the park service itself in the 1930s. Indeed, Thomson embodied many of the competing interests that both defined and undermined what historian Alfred Runte has called a "groping for awareness" of the
need to preserve Yosemite as a representation of "original American wilderness."45 Though only partly formed, it was this last concern that largely inspired
Thomson's program for gradual removal of the Yosemite Indians. The banning
of native hunting and the suppression of Indian-caused fires in the late nineteenth century had already gone a long way toward making both the valley and
the surrounding high country into the type of well-wooded, game-rich landscapes that park officials and tourists preferred. The real problem, it seemed, now
derived from the simple fact of residence.46
Of course, as Thomson informed Albright in his 1930 "Special Report," the
"pure status of Yosemite" could not be achieved overnight. Nevertheless, construction of the new Indian village would give the park service tremendous leverage over the Indian population within the valley; "the Superintendent could prevent the influx of outside Indians and, by the device of cancellation of lease of
those abusing the privilege of residence, he could maintain a discipline now impossible." Furthermore, Indians would have to pay rent, and those who fell d e h quent in their payments or were absent from their homes for too long would forfeit their residences in the valley. Those gainfully employed by either the park
service or one of the concessionaires could remain in the new Indan village, but
all were to be retireable employees. And once retired, they had no right to remain
in the valley-moral or otherwise. Ultimately, the native presence in the valley
would cease to be a problem because it would eventually take care of itself
through a process of attrition.47
The park service began construction of the new village in 193I, and six cabins
were finished by mid-November. Mndful of native protests and fears about the
loss of their ancient village site, Thomson "kept entirely away from the Indians
until [after construction was finished], keeping them in suspense as to our plans."
"As good luck would have it," he informed Director Albright, "their completion
coincided almost exactly with the onset of [a] bad storm." Because "a foot of
snow and very cold weather made the cabins even more attractive . . . pel
called a general meedng of the Indians" and informed them of their imminent
move. Though three Yosemite leaders protested in a "suspicious and hardboiled" manner, the families selected to live in the new cabins quickly gathered
their belongings the following morning and "moved in very fast as if they feared
[that park officials] might change [their] minds."48
Although most members of the Yosemite Indian community would remain in
their old homes for another few years, the last residents finally moved into the
new housing units in 1935. When completed, the new site contained twelve cab-
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ins for a permanent population of sixv-cis indriduals. The structures mere tin!;
only 429 square feet in size, and housed as many as six to eight family mernbers.4"
The addition of three more buildings slightl!. alleviated cramped conditions, and
by 1938 these tifteen cabins housed a total of fifh7-sevenp e ~ p l e . ~
The
" small size
of the new village xns deslgned in part to prevent the "riffraff or the Indian
population of the surrounding country" from "smarm[ing]" into the valley for
xvork and residence." 'lore significantlj; as Thomsc~nhad implied in his special
report. the limited amount of lil-ing space ~vouldalso let park officials choose
who could remain in the park and who must leave.
Ostensibly reserved for those with the strongest "moral right" to reside in the
valle!; other criteria tended to be more important when designating who could
liw in the pal-k. Not sul.prisingl!; park officials did not allow Henry Hogan to
more into the new village, though all regarded him as a "true" Yosemite, on account of his previous trips outside the \-alley to buy liquor. Authorities also denied Jim Rust a place in the new village because he "had no connection with the
\-alley . . . beyond that of an ordinary laborer.'. iipparently, the relative unimportance of Rust's work in Yosemite was more significant than h s being the
great-grandson of Tenaya, the Ahwahneechee leader at the time of Yosenite's
"discovery" in 1851.52AS Tl~omsontold the Indians during a meeting at the new
1-illage in the fall of 1931: their continued residence in the valley would depend
less on ancestry and more on "usefulness to the community; length of service
working in \r.osemite; abilih to support themselves; [and] number of chldren."53

New Indian village. 1 9 3 1 . In thls official park service photograph, some residents of the
Shsemite Indian Village stand In front of Harry Johnson5 new home. Johnsoni eldest
son,Ja): u,ould become the last Yosemite Indian to l i ~ in
e the park.
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With residence so closely tied to employment, native protests against the park
service largely concerned the maiiabdit)- of jobs. David Parker spoke for many
when he wrote Commissioner of In&an Affairs John Collier in &lay I 93 3: "The
u n r h n g condition of the Indans in Yosemite . . . is not ver!- good [and the]
work we were offered is not carried out as promised. . . . The Indians are removed fro111their regular camping ground to different place, [and] . . . nowwe
have to pay for the house and light bill . . . [ulhich sijme of us cannot afford to
pay . . . untll we get job from [park officials]." "I don't see why u7e are not getting any chance," he added, "n~eare dependable as an! men." Because the very
existence of the Yosemite Indian community u-as now made ~ d n e r a b l eto unemployment, Parker's complaints went far beyond a simple concern about falling behind in his bill pa>-ments.As he tried to make plain to Commissioner Collier, the
security of the Yosemite I n d a n cornmunit!- depended on the strength of their
connection to the valleys4
Though it still remained an important place for annual celebrations and provided a focus for native life in the regon, eight decades of adaptation, accommodation, and subtle resistance had certainly transformed the Indian community's
relationship to Yosemite. The valley itself had also changed: acorns, tubers, seeds,
grasses, and game animals were less plentiful, and in some instances locally extinct; roads had replaced trails; trees and bushes filled the grassy meadows that
had once been tended by centuries of careful burning; and park service buildings
and tourist facilities clustered over abandoned village sites. Both people and place
were profoundly altered, but their connection uras no less &minished. If anything, the Yosemite had developed a new and perhaps deeper appreciation for
their home. rc'othing better dustrates this attachment to place and the fear that
park officials were trying to destroy the Yosemite Indian community than a
prophecy by Bridgeport Tom in the early 1930s. As h s grandson Jay Johnson relates the story, Tom warned that the great cliffs of granite would collapse into the
valley when the last of his people left. The end of the Yosernite Indians, then,
\ ~ o u l dmean the end of the valley."
At a certain level, park officjals had recognized t h s continuing attachment to
place in what they called the Indian community's moral right to remain in the valley They conveyed this sentiment to Commissioner Collier when he inquired
about the park service's employment of Indans but also defended their decision
not to provide full employment for native residents of the valle): Because Parker
had raised a fundamental question about park policy and the viability of the native communitv; park officials defended their actions by attacking h s credentials
as a true h s e m i t e Indan. Although he was born in Yosemite, where most of h s
fanlily continued to live, and descended from people born in the valley before
1850, Parker x a s not considered a "local" because h s most recent residence had
been near &lono Lake. Consequently, any employment he obtained in the \-alley
should be viewed as a favor, not a right. The explanation apparently satisfied the
commissioner of Indian Affairs, and he informed Parker that any complaints
against the park service were entirely unjustified.5"
Of course, Parker's family viewed matters differentl!: and h s inability to se-
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sponsibhtiea as are applicable tu other citizens of the United States, to end their
status as n-ards of the United States, and to grant them all of the rights and prerogatives pertaining to American citizenship."Gj
Park officials rightly gauged public opinion, and implementation of the new
policy elicited no appeals on behalf of the valley's native inhabitants. Llnable to
marshal an effective resistance on its own, the residents of the >'osemite Indian
community were forced to comply with a government agency that now seemed to
possess almost total control over their lives. Whenewr a head of household died
or retired, the park serrice never failed to issue an order to vacate the park. As
each successive famil!- left its home in the ~ ~ a l lthe
e ~ remaining
:
residents of the
Indian ~4llagecould only watch as park employees destroyed or removed each
newly vacated cabin. By 1969, onlp a few structures remained, and the last residents mere relocated to a government housing area for park employees. Abandoned and dilapidated, the Indian \illage soon vanished in the flames of a tirefighting practice session.66
In the years following the fiery destruction of the Indian village, the park service managed to erase almost all signs of habitation. A few traces of the Indian
village stdl remain, however: a fire hydrant that stood near the common garage
seems mysteriously out of place in the middle of a campground popular with
climbers; gentle concaves and small holes made from the preparation of acorns
adorn some unnoticed and out-of-the-way pounding areas; a number of cultivated plants have escaped efforts to return the area to its "natural state."G7 Small
testimonials to almost f o r q years of habitation, these signs betray a longer history of adaptation and persistence that continues to shape the In&an people
of Yosemite. Shortly after the final demise of the village, the Yosemite Indians
reorganized themselves as the American Indian Council of hfariposa County
(AICIZIC). Dedicated to strengthening older cultural practices and establishing
official relations with the federal government, the AIChIC has reinforced the
connections between old residents of the valley with other native groups in the
area. Together, they have asserted a cultural claim to >osemite National Park that
has allowed native people to regain some access to the valley and its resources.68
N o longer residents in the national park, the Yosemite still have a close connection mith their ancestral home, and many frequent the valley to gather acorns,
celebrate the annual Big Times, and maintain traditional religous practices. The
tremendous amount of tourist development in the park has compromised much
of Ihsemite's en\-ironment, ho\ve~-er,and recent park service efforts to repair the
damage have occasionally resulted in tighter restrictions on native utilization o f
park resources. Though Indian uses did not produce the current problems in the
park, intermittent crackdowns o n the gathering of certain plant resources has
only added to the tensions that have long characterized the park service's relationship mith the Yosemite lndians.69
Almost sel-env years ago, Superintendent Thomson felt that the government
had "solved a perplexing problem and would have no other task with [the
Yosemite] except to prex-ent the influx of other Indians into these favorable living
conditions." By establishing a plan through which the Yosemite would eventually
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be forced to leal-e the \-alle?; and by segregating those ~ v h oremained from more
commonly visited areas of the park, Thomson acheved a solution to an issue
that had bothered officials since the establishment of Yosemite National Park in
I 890. The subsequent construction of a sanitized ethnological exhbit depicting
pre-gold rush Indian culture further restricted the Yosemite Indians' 7-isiblepresence in the valley and effectively contributed to a historical fiction st111 maintained
by the National Park Service in its literature on Yvsemite and most other national
parks: Indians were the first "visitors" to park areas, who, for a 7-arietv of reasons,
decided not to visit these lands sometime in the distant past, and, st least in the
case of 'lbsemite, "seal" Indians ceased to be a viable presence in the area long
before the esrablishment of the national park.'"
T i t h the Indian "problem" solved and Yosemite no longer an anomaly in the
national park system, such fictions have become further embedded in popular
conceptions of national parks and wilderness. Americans look at an Ansel Adams
photograph of Yosemite and see more than a national symbol. They see an image
of a priori wilderness, an empty, uninhabited, primordal landscape that has been
preserred in the state that God first intended it to be. Ironically, when Xdams
took his most famous photographs a sizable native community still limd in
1-osemite-the descendants of the same people whose habitation of the valley in
the mid-nineteenth century qualified Yosemite as a true wilderness in the minds
of man!- Americans. What iidams's photographs obscure and what tourists, gorernment officials, and environmentalists fail to remember is that uninhabited
landscapes had to be created.
If Yosemite National Park teaches us anything, it is that scenes of great permanence are fraught with historical change. With every change, howe~er,it seems
there is always an ending and a new beginning. In late December 1996, the last
Yosemite Indian to reside in the national park left his birthplace for a new home
in the community of nlariposa. Jay Johnson, the eldest son of Harry Johnson and
the grandson of Bridgeport Tom, had retired the previous July from his position
as a forester with the National Park Service. In accordance with the Yosetnite Indian Village Housing Policy of 19j j, he and h s family had to leave their home by
the end of the year. O n New Year's Day, his grandfather's old prophecy seemed
to come true: a huge storm roared through the central Sierra Nevada, the ragng
hlerced k v e r Fore through park structures, and huge rocks fell thousands of feet
before smashing onto the flooded valley fl00r.'1
The storms of January 1997 may have been only a warning. Johnson, his
family, and members of the AIClvIC still regard Yosemite as their home, and all
have struggled to maintain a connection to the valley. Consequentl!; they place
great importance on a number of agreements with the park service that allow
them to at least continue their ceremonial use of the park area. hIost significantly,
a recent compact between the National Park Service and the AIChlC to convert
the last village site into an I n d a n cultural center promises to greatly strengthen
the native presence in Yosemite. Unlike the historical displays behind the
Yosemite Museum, the new center would celebrate and foster the continuing vitality of the Yosemite Indian community. hloreox-er, the area will provide a per-
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manent space for ceremonies and social gatherings that participants can choose
to close to outside visitors. According to Johnson, the practice of certain rituals
has long "kept thngs in balance," and the new cultural center will help to maintain the connection between his people and the place that has long sustained
them. But Johnson warns that if access to the old \-illage site is ever denied and
the ceremonies could not take place there or elsewhere in the valley, "then watch
out" for the true realization of Bridgeport Tc>m'sprophec!~.-~

CONCLUSION
Exceptions and the Rule

true lovers of wilderness enjoy a "close
and confidng union with [Nature]."' Having defined, created, and preserved the
object of these affections, Muir and his friends could certainly la>-a special claim
to America's uninhabited wilderness parks. I t is no great trick to love one's own
creation, however, and scholars have recently begun to recognize a certain degree
of narcissism in American conceptions of wilderness. For those native peoples
who found themselves excluded from national park areas in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, the cultural construction of \vilderness was already
old history. As Luther Standmg Bear observed in the early ~ g j o s "Only
,
to the
white man was nature a 'wilderness,' and only to him was the land 'infested' with
'wild' animals and 'savage' people. To us it w-as tame." Likewise, a contemporary
of Standing Bear's, Iktomi Lila Sica, characterized park service claims that Indians had not used preserved wilderness areas in the past as "ridiculous propaganda."? Long before Luther Standing Bear or lktomi Lila Sica reached yo&
adulthood, Shoshone, Bannock, and Crow people clearly understood the exclusive nature of wilderness and its appreciation, as would the Blackfeet and
Yosemite a short while later. I n time, the mostly unwritten experiences and resentments of these peoples would inspire later generations to challenge their continued exclusion from national park lands.
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